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THE DECIMALIZATION OF 
MALTESE CURRENCY 

A Study of the Implications 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been announced that Malta is contemplating changing 
over to the decimal system even insofar as her currency is con
cerned. When most ·parts of the world use decimal currency, it 
is to be expected that, in an age of increasing uniformity, tP:~ere 

should be serious study of -the implications inherent in a cha'n;ge 
to such a system. •';;; 

With Britain's decision, in the light of the :findings of the 
Halsbury Committee1, to adopt decimal currency, there is '""an 
urgent need for Malta to reach an early decision ·in this 
matter. For obviously Malta cannot remain isolated while the 
rest orf Europe and, indeed, NortJh Africa used decimal currency. 
Malta must therefore so determine her choice of a currency 
system as to affect as minimally as possible the general economic 
life of the country. 

This Report is therefore divided into two main parts. In the 
first place, it studies and assesses th~ options available to Malta 
if a change of currency is contemplated. In the second place, it 
wiH seek to identify. the short-term and long-term effects. This 
will be done primarily in terms of an eventual adoption by 
Malta, as this Report recommends, of the U.K. decimal currency. 
system. 

I. 'Report of the Committee of Inquiry on Decimal Currency~ 
~mmd. 2145. 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE OPTIONS 

' A decision concerning the possiible decimalization of cur~ 
rency immediately introduces the problem o.f having to choose 
one decimal system from amongst the several which have been 
proposed. 

We have considered most of the systems included in the 
Malta Government questionnaire and are of the opinion that 
the £-cent-! system is the most suitable for Malta. 

We present at the outset the main objectives which it i:S 
believed a new system should embody, followed by a brief 
description of each of the more important systems proposed. 
The main advantages and shortcomings of each are also 
presented. 

Objectives: 

A new currency system should have the following features. 

(i) It should be significantly superior to the present system. 

(ii) It should be simple i.e. convenient for most types of 
transactions undertaken by the various sections of the 
community both present and future. 

(iii) Its introduction should not have adverse effects on the 
economy. Under the latter we consider the likely 
effects of ohanging from'the pound as a major unit, the 
likely effect on prices etc. 
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CONSIDERATIONS ON. TYPE OF SYSTEM 

(A) CENT OR MIL SYSTEM 

A two decimal quantity is simpler than a three decimal one.1 

Consequently unless a three decimal, i.e. mil system, can be 
shown to be superior in other more important respects, it need 
not be considered further. 

The main advantage of a mil system is that it allows great 
flexibility. The fact that most of our North African neiohbours2 

b 

with whom we are developing trade relations also have mil sys-
tems is a favourable point. This is countered, however, by the 
fact that most other European countries and America (which are 
the source of most of our tourists) •have cent systems. On 
balance, this appears to us to be more important than fhe pre
vious point. 

Most business machines marketed at present are for ·two
pface systems. It is evident that in the coming decades, business 
machines wiH play a greater part in our commercial activities, 
It would be awkward and unduly expensive were we to require 
companies to produce special machines for our needs. 

These considerations lead us to believe that a cent system is 
preferable to •the mil system. 

Size of Major and Minor Units 

Having considered the relative size of the major and minor 
units, we have to establish their actual value. 

In terms of our second objective in tihis study, it is desirable 
that one of our present units of account, i.e. the pound, the 
shilling or the penny be retained and incorporated in to the new 
system. In tihe event we opt for the pound; the case for pre'serv-

I. We realize that a one decimal system is simpler still. How
ever, such a system would be too lacking in flexibility. 

2. Libya, Tunisia, Egypt. 
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ing it as a major unit of account is given elsewhere in this 
reporit. (See Chapter Two) 

Fractions 

Next we must consider whether vulgar fractions should be 
ail.lowed into the new system. Generally speaking, these are unde
sirahle as tlhey introduce several difficulties. Any gain in simpli
city inherent in decimalization might be Jost ilf too many frac
tions were introduced. Further, for accounting purposes speciaI 
provisions would have to ibe made in machines and this would 
result in inc,reased changeover costs etc. Nevertheless under 
the £-cent system, it seems that at least one fraction - the 
.,J- cent - would have to be introduced if large price increases 
~re to be avoided - at least until inflation and other forces 
reduce uhe usage of such values in ·the same manner as has 
happened to the farthing. 

'~ 

It is useful, at this stage, to set down some possible syste~1s 
for Malta~ Seven options are listed1

• ."5 

f 5 - roil i.e. £5 divided into I OOO parts of l .2d. 

fl - mil i.e. £1 " " 
1000 " 

o.24a. 

£1 - cent i.e. £1 " 
100 

" " 
2.4d. 

10/- cent i.e. 10/- " 
100 " 

l.2d. 

8/4 - cent i.e. 8/4 " " 
100 " 

ld. 

4/2 - cent i.e. 4/2 " 
100 " -!d. 

1/8 - cent i.e. l/8 " 
100 " 

-1.d. 
5 

(The value of the minor unit need not actually be minted). 

We will now examine briefly each system separately outlin-
ing the advantages and disadvantages. q 

L A more detailed picture of the technical implications of these 
seven options is given in Table G. 
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SYSTEM 1 

£5 = 1000 MILS 

I mil = l.2d. 

11he main advantage of this system is that tJhe minor unit 
is not too small. Furthermore, 1.Jhis system is easilv convertible 
from £. s. and d. ., 

Against it, one can say that it requires three decimal places. 
Moreover, the. ~ajo.r unit is considered to be "too heavy"; this, 
among other hm1tat1ons, may tend to exert a greater inflationary 
pressure than other systems. 

Example: 6s. 7fd. = 0.067 (Nearest aJbove) 
= 0.435 (Exact) £2. 3s. 6d. 

* * * * * 

SYSTEM 2 

£1 = I0010 M ILS 

Value of 2 mil coin - .48d. 

Value of 5 mil coin - 2.40d. 

The main advantage here is that the pound is retained as 
the major unit of account. Moreover, no firactions would be 
required. 

From an economic standpoint, it may be contended that in 
this system price increases would be minimized. 

Its adoption would, however, involve the loss of. the exact 
equivalents of the small denominations. Moreover, one mil is a 
smaUer value that what we really need. As a result, a farge # num
ber of units would ibe involved for simple day to day transactions. 

Example: 6s. 7fd. = £0.332 (Nearest Arbove) 
£2. 3s. 6d. = £2.175 (Exact) 
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SYSTEM 3 
£1 = 100 CENTS 

I cent = 2.4d. 

The main advantage here again is that the pound is retained 
as a major unit of account. 

Moreover, since it requires only two places, it would be a 
simple device to use. 

Again, however, it would imply the loss of the exact equi
valents of present small denominations. 

It would also require the introduction of at cent coin. (This 
would be less of a disadvantage as time passes and inflationary 
and other causes erode its usefulness). 

Example: 6s. 7fd. = £0.33! (Nearest above) 

* 

SYSTEM 4 

£2. 3s. 6d. = £2.17! (Exact) 

* * 

10/· = 100 CENTS 

I cent = l.2d. 

* * 

An important advantage here is that ·the shilling is main
tained as a straight decimal, i.e. the actual shilling digits involved 
are unchanged. 

Moreover, no fractions would be necessary. An additional 
merit of this system is that the major unit is reasonably 'heavy'. 

It would involve, however, the loss of the pound as a major 
unit. 

There would also be some risk of price increases as with th~ 
£-cen t-t system. 

Example: 6s. 7td. 0.67 cent (Nearest above) 
£2. 3s. 6d. = £4.35 (Exact) 
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SYSTEM 5 

8/4 = CENT 

1 cent= Id. 

The usefulness o[ this system lies in that it renders possible 
the exact equivalents of present val:ues. 

Tthis should minimise the chances of price increases. Further
more the present !d., ld., and 3d. coins would remain in use. 

In addition, the decimal part represents the number of 
pennies in. the £. s. d. amount. 

This system would, however, imply considerable difficulty in 
converting from amounts greater than 8 / 4 to our system. 

Again ·the pound is lost as a major unit of account. 

A fraction for ! cent ( = !d) might be required. 

Example: 6s. 7 !d. 0.79! (Exact) 
5.22 (Exact) £2. 3s. 6d. 

* * * * 

SYSTEM 6 

4/2, = CENT 

1 cent = !d. 

* 

Here again the main advantage is the rendering possible of 
exact equivalents of present values. 

As a result, the present !d., ld., and 3d. coins remain in use. 

Among the disadvantages, one cou:Id list the loss of the 
pound as a major unit orf account. There would also be difficulty 
in converting sums :£rom the present system. 

Moreover, the miner unit (1Jhe ha1£penny) will soon 'be too 
small. Thus the system will not be lasting. 

Example: 6s. 7 !d. - 1.5 (Exact) 
£2. 3s. 6d. = 10.44 (Exact) 
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SYSTEM 7 

1/8 = CENT 

I cent = l/5d. 

An important merit of this system is, again, tihe possibility 
of having exa:ct equivalents of present values. 

Another useful asrpect of this ·system is that a sizeable sec
tion orf the community, pariticularly in the rural areas, is used to 
thinking in terms of the 

SKUD i.e. ls. 8d. 

Among the disadvantages, we list the loss of the pound as 
a major unit of account. 

The major unit, moreover, is too 'light'. 

On the other hand, the minor unit is far too small for our 
present requirements. This would be aggravated with the .passage 
~ti~. ~ 

;"'-"'! 

There would also be considerable difficulty in converting 
from the present system - unless one is already used to think
ing in te·rms of the sik.ud even for large values. 

Example: 6s. 7!d. -
£2. 3s. 6d. 

* * I 

3.97! (Exact) 
26.l 0 (Exact) 

* * * 
In our view the final choice devolves on the importance one 

attaches to each of t!he following: 

(a) Do we sitill require a half-penny and i[ so for how long? 

(ib) What increase in cost of Jiving 1can be permitted? 

(c) Is associability with the present system really essential?~ 

We sihall consider each issue separately. 

(a) The Halfpenny 

We think that there is no compehling reason for retaining or 
introducing a .coin directly equivalent to the present halfpenny. 
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The .likely effects of prices are not considered to be of such pro
portions as to warrant this introduction. 

Its major use at present lies mainly in items of food sold in 
small quantities. Some bus fares still include the halfpenny; 
most internal and external postage rates do not involve t:he half
penny. 

It seems reasonable that within the next two decades the 
halrfpenny will lose most of its present rema1ining significance. 

(b) Rise in Cost of Living 

Tlhe increase in the cost of living which is likely to be caused 
by a £-cent-! system is discussed at length in the follow
ing chapter. This is estimated to ibe around 0·8 % . As a general 
rule, it can be assumed that systems whose minor unit is smaller 
than the t cent on the £-cent-! system would cause even 
smaller fluctuations in the cost of living. 

~c) Associability 

A system in which conversion from £. s. d. is simple is 
preferable to others for which this is not so, all other factors 
being equal. The 10 /- cent system is very simple in this respect. 
It is a pure decimal system, requiring no fractions and the 
sihillings appearing in a £. s. d. sum remain unaltered. 

Whether tJhis superiority in associability should be the 
deciding factor is a debatable point. Our view is that retaining 
the £ as a major unit is more important. 

It is felt that there are considerable pragmatic reasons for 
retaining the pound once Britain has opted for this system. 
Malta has a Jarge volume of transactions and 'relationships with 
Britain which could be impeded if Malta were to aband9n the 
pound. 

Malta is at the moment undergoing such a far-reaching 
change in her economic system that as far as possible extraneous 
factors which could affect the economy adversely should be kept 
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to a bare mmmmm. It is submitted that for Malta to opt, at 
this crucial moment in her economic life, for a system entirely 
different from the British one would imply net disadvantages 
through the confusion thereby arising. 

Our educational system, for example, is such that most of 
om textbooks and our examinations are British or British
oriented. We believe it would be detrimental to the development 
of education, at this juncture of Malta's national life, to over
haul completely our textbooks and our examinations insofar as, 
these involve discussions or studies on or relating to currency 
systems in their widest connotation. 

Moreover, as is ·pointed out in the Appendix, statistical and 
other records could still be easily used for comparative purposes. 
Contracts, laws and bye-laws would require no fundamental 
alterations. 

;, 

Though the cause of associability wm not be altoge~er 
served by this option, yet we think it preferable to any of ;'the 
adverse effects on the economy which the removal of the £ as 
a major unit would involve. 

Having concluded that mil systems, are undesirable, we are 
leift with cent systems. 

Oif these systems the two major contenders are. 

(i) the £-cent-f 

and (ii) t?he 10 /- cent 

We shall now consider these two systems against the desit;
able features mentioned earlier. 

The £-cent-! and 10 /- cent systems are both two plac~ 
systems with "heavy" major units. , 

The £-cent-! system would
1 

require the use of a half fraction 
as, otherwise a minimum coin of 2.4d. present value would not 
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cover the price spectrum adequately. In this respect tihe £-cent-t · 
is not a pure deci.rµal system. 

The 10 /- cent system ris better on this score, but would 
obviously involve larger numbers. 

The requirement that the system should cover future needs 
seems to be best fulfilled by the £-cent-! system. 

It seems reasonable to assume that the use of the t cent 
wiH decline with time due to (Le. l.2d.) price inflation and the 
rise in standards of living. Under this system the minor unit of 
account woruld play a stronger part with time. 

The difference which the £-cent-! system and the 10s. might 
have is difficult to assess. It is highly improbable, however, that 
this difference wou1d be significant since the smallest unit in 
both systems is the equivalent oif l.2d. 

T.he major difference between the two systems lies in the 
problem of 'associability' as against the case for following Britain 
due to pragmatic reasons. As already pointed out, the choice 
would depend on the relative importance one attched to these 
two !'.features. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE EFFECTS OF DECIMALIZATION ON THE 

NATIONAL ECONOMY. 

Any currency performs its functions properly including those 
of a high and stable level of employment, income and a sound 
balance o~ payments only as long as it enjoys the confidence of 
the public at home and abroad. In addition to these concepts, 
there is a legal or statutory side of a country's currency and 
it is desirable that the economic and legal concepts should not 
be in conflict with each other. It is therefore necessa;ry to 
have the type of currency which tries to cove·r as many econo
mic objectives as possible. 

~~;:;-1 

Indeed the acceptability o! a currency at home or overselik 
depends primarily and ultimately on the economic policies pur
sued by a particular country. Economic policy as such is of 
course outside the scope of :this study. But how far the attain
ment of economic objectives is facilitated by a particular medium 
of exchange deserves very dose study. 

In the preceding chapter, we 'have discussed the technical 
advantages and disadvantages of different systems of decimali
zation of currencies. In this chapter, to faciilitate the amount of 
argument for or against tlhe adoption of decimal currency, we 
assume that Malta will opt for a system similar to the one that 
has been accepted by Britain. 

It is valid to proceed in tlhis way because if Malta were to 1 

adopt the United Kingdom system, such an adoption couldJ 
theoretically take place without having Malta's currency and, 
Malta's monetary policy tied to sterling. Malta could have a 
currency based on the pound-cent system while she pursued an 
ind~pendent monetary policy with alil its implications. Con-
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versely, Malta could have a different decimal currency system 
but no independe:1,1t monetary policy1. 

In a later section, we shall describe the expected rise 
in pri<ces in Malta .if .this country were to adopt the U.K. decimal 
system. Indeed any change in the form of currency may trigger 
off higher prices; and higher prices due to decimalization may 
produce other price increases on other scores e.g. higher im
port prices, higher wages, higher aggregate demand (income). It 
is easier, however, to transmit higher costs into higher prices or 
to take advantage of rising incomes, when no othe1r factor, e.g. 
tlhat of decimalization, is present; on the other hand, the cal
culated 1and expected rise in prices due to decimalization would 
put the Authorities and the consumers more on their guard 
against additional price increases, which reduces or limits the 
freedom of retailers etc. to -charge higher, prices. 

It must be pointed out that we have already had rising 
prices without overal.I benefits: the calculated rise in prices due 
to decimalization is a cost we have to pay for introducing deci
malization and for retaining the ideal features of a new currency 
system - t:Jhose of easy association with the present one, tJhose 
of minimising ·difficulties, of public confusion and of cost. 

The features of Association. The statistical summary of the 
Maltese Islands for December 1967 shows that the currency in 
circulation is made up of £33,921,000 in notes and of £390,000 in 
coins. Table A at the end of this report shows a much higher 
increase in the note component of our circulation; the number 
of five pound notes have increased fourfold since 1962 when 
they were introduced. It is easier to associate the present £1 
and £5 notes with a new Maltese pound of equivalent denomi
nation and, therefore, to associate tJhe bulk of our present cur
rency with a new volume of currency of equivalent den~mina
tion. It is probable that a part of all this currency is not owned 

1. The di~tinction, in our view, is important. Our independent 
currency system could be ensured from a technical point of view by in
scribing the word "Maltese" on our coins. 
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by· Maltese residents but the latest data are not available to 
show more precisely the ease of association between the present 
bulk of the currency, and a new volume of currency of equi
valent denomination, owned by Maltese residents. 

Even in the case of small transactions of grocers, the most 
predominant prices are those of 1 /- and 6d. The shining is thus 
a sort of a norm of small transactions just as the £1 and the £5 
are for large transactions. Removal of the shilling from a new 
currency will require the creation of a new norm in people's 
minds for small transactions. Translation of a new norm in 
terms of an old one requires some effort, at least in the short 
term. The skud, for example, was a name used very long ago 
and may still be in isolated agricultural areas. But it is higher 
than the shilling and it would trend to raise prices if it were to 
be substituted for tJhe shilling. 

Minimising Difficulties and Public Confusion. The creation 
of a new norm for small transactions, as already stated, will 
create difficulties; a new norm for large transactions will create 
confusion. Let us take two examples, assuming that the new 
norm is the skud. 

(a) An item which costs 5s. wiH have to ·be denominated in 
3 Skudi, but one which costs 5s. 6d. yvill be denominated with 
3 skudi and 30 cents (ld. = 5 cents). To realize better nhe dif
ficulties, let us express the cost of an article costing 4. skudi 
and 20 cents into present denominations. 

That is 4 x 20 + 20 cents ·pence 

5 cents 

= 80 pence + 4 pence = 84 pence = 7 /-. 

Larger multiples of skudi anc.\ of cents will present much 
more difficulties. Very few people can work out the conversion 
Jl\entally, correctly and in a short time, all of which efforts are 
avoided by retaining the present shilling. 

(ib) The case against other norms for large transactions is 
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even more impressive. The price of a pair of shoes costing 18 
skudi or a suit costing 120 skudi would obviously take some 
time to be associated with present currency values. 

The Cost. The additional cost in adopting the U .K. system 
is lower than the additional cost in adopting a different system. 
We can use all new machines using the British decimal currency 
system and thus benefit from the economies of scale. 

Conversely, to have machines tailor-made for our own 
exclusive requirements would probably entail a prohibitive cost. 
Attention would also have to be paid to the capacity of such 
machines; for clearly, if this capacity could not exceed, say, a 
value equivalent to ten pounds their usefulness would be dras
tical1ly diminished. The machines we have in mind are cash 
registers, franking machines and adding maohines. Imports of 
these machines since 1960 are given in Table B. As we become 
more machine-minded (e.g. in retail shops), imports of such 
machines will increase. In addition, some of the machines im
ported since about 1964 have a device whi,C'h can easily convert 
them to the decimal currency system which will be adopted in 
Britain. 

Prices "There is no way of aohieving certainty or accuracy 
in forecasting tJhe effect of any particuilar system on prices", as 
the Hailsbury Committee say in their report1

• In spite of this 
limitation, we a.ire presenting 'an estimate orf the expected rise in 
prices, following the adoption of a system with 1.2 pence as 
the smallest denomination. 

We undertook tJhe study along the following lines. 

(a) We edged upwards t!he present price denominations 
from Id. to 12d. A price of ld. is thus raised to 1.2 or hailf t1he 
New Penny, and one of 4td. is raised to 4.8 or 2 New P~nce. 

1. 'Report of the Committee of Inquiry on Deeimal Currency', 
Para. 139. 
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We left unohanged prices currently marked at 2.5d., 6.0d. and 
12.0d. The exercise is presented in Table C. 

(ib) Consumer prices in January 1968 were the main basis 
of our estimates. AnotJher exercise based on July priices will be 
required as a cheque on 1Jhe present one. 

(c) Prices of large transactions e.g. furniture, bedroom 
suits, consumer durables were not included in our consjderations, 
firstly because they will not be affected directly by decimaliza
tion (and of course, there are other smaller prices which will 
not be affected by decimalization), and secondly because their 
inclusion in our estimate would have dwarfed the percentage 
increase in prices due to decimalization. 

(d) Eaoh price considered was weighted according to the 
weights adopted in the Interim Index of Retail Prices. 

Results. The overall effect of decimaHzation is about l .(J'.o/o 
roint increase in the prices mainly obtaining in January 1968)it 
varies from 2.4% i:oints increase in the case of Food items to 
about 10s. Od. in a basketJful of food items costing £21. 15s. 6d. 
to smaller or no increases in other items. The sharp increase 1n 
Food items is due ibotJh to the appreciable volume of expenditure 
on Food and the weights given to Food ii.terns in the Price Index. 
Transactions denominated in sixpences, sihiJd;ings and pounds 
should not increase as a result of decimalization. 

Tihe largest increases will be suffered by the fow income 
groups whose purchases include a great number of small trans
actions, the price of which proportionately 1increases most. 

Details are given in Table D. 

Since Food items would have increased most, an alternative, 
approach has ibeen adopted to verirfy the results obtained. The· 
existing lowest and highest prices .of Food items were weighted 
by the external weights in the foterim Index of Retail Prices. 
TJhe new and higher price of each food ,item was similarly 
Wfi.ghted. 
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A basketful of goods which includes each item of food con
sidered in the firs,t exercise cost 391 pence at the lowest price 
and 644 pence at the highest price iin January 1968. The same 
basket will cost 406 pence and 649 pence respectively, after 
dedmalization or 3.8% and 0.9% more. A straight average will 
give a 2.35% increase. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the effeots of a chanae
over to a decimal currency system as oontemplated here wo:ld 
not be unduly harmful to the economy of Malta. 
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APPENDIX 

THE £-and·! AND THE 10s. CENT SYSTEMS COMPARED 

It seems to us that the £-cent-! system is superior to the 
lOs.-cent on several relatively minor counts. We discuss these 
here. 

The lOs.-cent system would require the introduction of a 
new name for its major unit. This is simple in theory but it is 
probable that it would be difficult to choose a name which would 
find general acceptance. Some sections of the population would 
opt for some traditional name while otJhers would insist on 
something more contemporary. 

W1hatever name be adopted, we shall probably find ourselves 
still thinking in telims of the pound for several years. (This is 
not unlikely - several people still think and carry out trans
actions in terms of the skud). 

·~ 

It is true that the lOs.-cent system is a pure decimal syst~m 
whereas the £-cent-! is not, due to tlhe presence orf the t cent 
{which is equivalent to l.2d.). However, such a situation would 
vJrtuaUy be reversed after a decade or two as the lowest vaiue, 
i.e. l.2d., would lose iit value and fall into disuse. With the 
lOs.-cent system, this would resUllt in the lowest unit of acoount, 
i.e. the cent, being discarded. This iis very muoh tJhe same situa
tion as that in the U.S. where t!he 1 cent has negligible value. 
With the £-cent-! system a decrease in the value of the t cent 
would make the system a pure decimal one. The t cent would 
ultimately be withdrawn. 

Tihe time factor also favours a 'heavy' major unit. Larger 
and larger numbers would have to he used the smaller the major 
unit. (The situation in Italy where the original 1 cent is non
existent and the Lira hardly has any purchasing power is ati 
extreme case.) It seems that whilst the £-cent-! system would 
evolve into a better and mory suitable system, the 10s. cent 
would decay over time. 
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The latter system would involve large numbers anyway. An 
object costing £571 would b~ marked as 1142 units. Large quan
tities are dearly, more compJicated to deal with tJhan smaller 
ones. In doubling each quantity, we would in effect be halving 
the capacity olf business machines. 

In introducing a new major unit of account the 10s. cent 
system would require a complete :break with our present system. 
With our economy in :its present state of flux such a step would 
seem inadvisable. The £-cent-! system, in preserving the major 
unit, would not disrupt transactions involving quantities larger 
than one pound. Transactions involving large sums of money 
would in fact not be affected by the changeover. Statistical and 
other records would hardly be effected in the main. 

All these relatively minor points add up substantially in 
favour of tlhe £-cent-! system. We fail to see how the allegecl 
superiiority of the lOs.-cent system in associa:bility couldo over
come aU fue other facmirs put together. The use of the I Os. as 
a major unit of aocount cannot ibe shown rto be significantly 
superior to the L Consequently we do see that such a change
over us warranted. 
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TABLE B 

Imports of Cash Registers, Franking Machines, Adding Machines 

Year 1960 1961. 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
I 

1967 

Number 38 60 65 36 31 33 141 
I 12 

Cash Registers 

Value £ 4,072 7,930 6,303 I 3,067 3,424 2,115 9,456 2,875 

Franking Machines 

Number - - - - - - - -

Value £ - -- -· -- - 414 107 626 

Adding Machines 

Number 77 64 62 121 128 145 259 247 

Value £ 2,722 2.002 2,365 5,908 6,791 9,701 12,350 19,249 

TABLE C 

ESTIMATED ESCALATION OF PRICES 

Current Pence 1- N.P. 1 N.P. lt N.P. 2 N.P. 2-i N.P. 3 N.P. 3-} N.P. 4 N.P. 4} N.P. 5 New Pence 
l ·2 2-4 3-6 4·8 6·0 7·2 8·4 9·6 10·8 12.0 

1·0 x 
1-5 x 
2·0 x 
2·5 x 
3·0 x 
3·5 x 
4·0 x 
4·5 x 
5·0 x 
5·5 x 
6·0 x 
6·5 x 
7·0 x 
7·5 x 
8·0 x 
8·5 x 
9·0 x 
9·5 x 

10·0 x 
10·5 x 
11·0 x 
11'5 x 
12·0 x 11 {/ li 



TABLE D 

THE EFFECT OF DECIMALIZATION (ON THE U.K. SYSTEM) 

ON LOCAL PRICES IN PENCE 

Old New Increase % Increase 

Food 5,226·3 5,350·3 124·0 2'4 

Bev,/Tobacco 1,271·7 1,287·0 14·3 H 

Housing (1Maintain.) 712·8 712·9 O·l O·O 

ft'.el/Light 724·3 727·6 3-3 0·45 

Soft Furnishings 2,845·3 2,845·3 0·0 -

Hardware 1,100·7 1,100·8 O·l 0·0 

Clothing 5,236·3 5,236·3 - -
Transport 166·4 173·6 7·2 4·3(*) 

Miscellaneous 349-4 354·8 5·4 1'5 

17,634·2 17,788·6 154·4 0·8 

~ 

(*) If all bus fares are considered the percentage increase would be 5.6% for transport and the overall 
increase would be 1.1 % . 

Agriculture I Fishing 

Construction I Quarrying 

Manufacturing 

Transport/Commun. 

Wholesale, Retail. 

Insurance, Bug, Real Eestate 

Government Enterprises 

Public Administration 

MHitary Services 

Property Income 

Private Services 

CROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT - 1966 
£m. 

Wages/Salaries Self-Employment 

1966 1966+1% Income 

0·2 0·202 H 

1'7 1·717 0·5 

6·9 6·969 4·5 

1-6 1'616 0·7 

l ·2 1·212 9·0 

0·4 0·404 I ·6 

1'4 1·414 0·6 

7·6 7·676 -

5·2 5·252 

~- 2·7 

1'S 1'515 1'l 

27-7 24'1 

TABLE E 

Total 

I 

1966 1966+1% 

3'6 3'602 

2-2 2·217 

il-4 ll ·469 

2·3 2·316 

10·2 10·212 

2·0 2·004 

2·0 2·014 

7-6 7'676 

5·2 5'252 

2-7 2'700 

2'6 2'615 

51'8 52·077 
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COMj?ARISON OF POSSIBLE DECIMAL SYSTEMS TABLE G 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Value of Value 
Value of Hundred Equivalents of present coins and banknotes 

Minor of System and Size of Ten Units of Major Unit Minor Minor (Major Unit Unit of in a Cent td. Id. 3d. 6d. ls. 2s. 2s. 6d. 10s. £1 £5 
Units System) --------GROUP A 

8s. 4d. - cent ( + t) ld. lOd. 8s. 4d. (-}c.)* le.* 3c. 6c. 12c. 24c. 30c. lu. 20c. 2u. 40c. 12u. 
or 100 penny ------
4s. 2d. - cent or 
100 halfpenny td. Sd. 4s. 2d. le.* 2c. * 6c. 12c. 24c. 48c. 60c. 2u. 40c. 4u. 80c. 24u. ---GROUP B 
£ - cent + t Hd. 2d. £1 - - - 2tc. Sc.* lOc.* 12tc. 50c.* £1 £5* 
£ - mil ... 0·24d. 2·4d. 2s. - 25m.* 50rn.* lOOm.* 125m. 500rn. * £1 * £5* 
GROUP c 
10s. - cent (+t) 1·2d. ls. 10s. - - (2tc.) Sc.* lOc.* 20c.* 25c.* lu.* 2u.* lOu.* 
£5 - mil (H·) 1'2d. -rs:-· 10s. - - (2tm.' 5m.* lOm.* 20m.* 25m* lOOm.* 200m.* lu.* 
ls. 8d. cent ·2d. 2d. ls. 8d. - ~1rs.c.-- 3oc.- 60c. lu. 20c. lu. 60c. 6u. Oc. 12u. Oc. 60u. Oc. 

EXPLANATION * See note 3 below 
1. Col. 2 gives the value in £ s. d. of the "cent" or "mil". When the value of this minor unit is high, a fractional coin 

of lesser value may also be made (i.e. a t cent or t mil). 
2. Cols. 5 to 14 list the equivalents of present £. s. d. coins and notes only where this equivalent decimal amount can 

be made up exactly in decimal coins. Sometimes this depends 0:1 whether a t cent or ! mi! is to be part of the system. Where
ever there is doubt about the need for such a t (i.e. when H would represent about the present halfpenny in value) we show equJva· 
lents in brackets. We assume (a) that a t cent coin would b) needed in a £-cent or 16s. 8d.-cenrt system where it would be 
worth a penny or more, and (b) that it would no.t be needed in any system where it would be worth less than about halfpenny. 

3. Coins without eX'act equjvalents (in the sense described in note 2 above) would, in general, have to be withdrawn soon 
after decimalization and replaced by coins of different values. Some coins and notes ··,,,.ith exact equivalents would al1so ultimately 
have to be replaced by different values because they would represent odd amounts in a decimal system, e.g. 12! cents or 8 
cents. Coins and notes marked with an asterisk (*) represent true decimal denominations and could probably remain in circu
J1ation untJil gradually d-i•splaced by co.ins and notes of identical dimensions but slightly different designs. (Sometimes even a 
change in design would be unnecessary - e.g. with £.l and £5"(,J:\~tes in Group B systems). 

4. This chart gi".es most, but not all, systems which we hwe studied. 



TABLE H TABLE H - (Continued) 

. COMPARISON BETWEEN INCREASES IN Least Price Highest Price 

LOWEST AND HIGHEST PRICES OF FOOD ITEMS 
Old New Old New 

Least Price Highest Price Tea Weight Pkts. 8.985 9.344 10.362 10.739 
Rkotta 3.560 3.652 4.29'6 4.296 

Old New Old New 
Eggs 71.240 72.334 72.240 72.336 
Corned Beef 2.000 2.040 3.500 3.600 
Sauce 0.927 0.950 1.584 1.584 

Bread Rolls 0.159 0.191 0.;159 0.191 
Fancy Bread Loaves 0.159 0.'191 0.954 0.954 
Ration Bread 182'60 21.912 18.260 21.9il2 
Flour Plain 1.048 l.100 1.572 1.572 
Self Raising 0.390 0.421 0.429 0.468 
Custard Powder 0.108 0.108 0.216 0.216 
Biscuits 0.735 0.882 2.940 2.940 
Galletti 0.240 0.240 0.240 0.240 
Butter 0.224 0.230 0.608 0.614 
Margarine 1.331 1.584 5.280 5.280 
Margarine Pkts. 0.270 0.288 0.330 0.360 
Cooking Fat 4.114 4;89.6 14.%0 15.504 
Sugar Ration 0.584 0.701 0.584 0.701 
Sugar Non-Ration 4.672 4.906 4.672 4.906 
Cheese 1.932 1.932 24..398 25.285 
Paste Ration 7.729 9.048 0.664 o .. 697 
Peas 3.570 3.570 7.140 7.140 
Tomato Paste 2.892 3.470 2.892 3.470 
Beans 0.388 0.46.1 0.518 0.614 
Dried Beans 0.680 0.816 1.190 1.224 
Dried Peas 0.512 0.614 0.646 0.768 
Currants 0.227 0.270 0.405 0.432 
Tinned Fish 2.030 2.084 6.390 6.612 
Bacon 4.800 4.800 12.800 13.120 
Ham 2.820 2.820 7.755 7.896 
Soups 4.583 5.460 7.800 7.800 
Salt 0.071 0.084 0.084 0.084 
Corn ,Flakes L616 1.697 3.192 t274 

Wine 8.460 9.620 13.650 14.040 
Edible Oil 28.340 28.776 30.520 31.392 
Nescafe 0.225 0.238 0.306 0.3113 
Canned Fruits 2.808 2.870 2.808 2.870 
Frozen Fish 6.431 6.8Jl 7.741 7.740 
Sausages 3.000 3.000 4.700 4.700 
Milk Pasteurized 7.544 7.921 7.544 7.921 
Beef 22.660 23.113 67.980 67.980 
Pork 17.420 17.768 43.104 43.~Q4 

Mutton 1.350 1.404 3.780 3.7'Sp 
Frozen Meat 3.024 3.110 5.7·60 5.875 
Sausages 1.500 1560 4.200 4,200 
Apples 0.832 0.874 1.872 1.872 
Lemons 0.811 0.854 0.214 0.21;1-
Oranges 0.108 0.108 0.252 0.252 
Bananas 2.148 2.148 5.012 5.155 
Peaches 1.876 1.930 4.020 4.020 
Plums 0.624 0.624 1.664 1.747 
Grapes 1.232 1.378 2.952 2.952 
Melons 1.6ill 1.718 2.010 2.090 
Potatoes 50.940 50.940 !Ql.880 101.880 
Onions 3.570 3~672 10.200 10.200 
Tomatoes 5.950 6.120 7.650 7.650 
Cabbages 1.360 1.428 1.700 1.836 
CauJifl.owers 1.020 1.224 1.360 1.632 
Lettuce 2.380 2.448 2.720 2.856 
Bogue 18.720 19.008 34.560 34560 
Lampuki 1.702 1.776 3.552 3.552 

Rice 0.104 0.109 0.130 0.133 
Biscuits 3.920 4.1.16 5.880 5.880 106.8 113.l 177.9 180.5 
Butter Pkts. 4.760 4.855 5.248 5.426 284.1 292.8 465.8 468.9 
Milk (Tinned) 34.758 34.758 34.758 34.758 

390.9 405.9 643.7 649.4 

106.8 113.l 177.9 180.5 +15.0 +5.7 

= 3.8% = 0.9% 
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